
About Each Piece

---------------------

Algonquin Snow II         ($300)

Painted in the Spring of 2019 In Algonquin Park near the Opeongo Trail. Although

still very cold, the stream was open and the trees are yearning for warmer days to

come.

 

Baby Its Cold Outside     ($275.00)

There is no such thing as white snow. It abounds with every colour of the

rainbow. See how many hues you can identify in the foreground.

 

Bolton Rd Barns           ($75.00)

These barns seemed to speak to me as I passed them one Sunday. I dreamt about

painting them that night and had to return the next day to capture their

haunting look. The pinting took 45 minutes from start to end. So much

more fun when it just "happens".

 

First Light               ($275.00)
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Painted at the Ferguson Nursery early in the day. Capturing the reflections

of the distant tree line proved a challenge. Note the contrast of the

dark water against the warm sunlight breaking through the canopy.

 

Old Hwy 16                ($125.00)

Some of us remember the old 2-lane highway cutting through the limestone

rock cut near McGovern Road. It's now home to local wildlife...........everything

eventually returns to Nature.

 

Spencerville Downtown     ($125.00)

This streetscape captures the bright lights as the sun rises over the village. The

red roof is reminescent of many Quebec scenes !

 

Spring Breaking           ($275)

Here we see an impressionistic view of how light winds around and through

the Spring foliage. No shapes are realistic in an attempt to capture only the

colors that meet the eye.
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Townline Crest            ($275)

A single vanishing point created depth and distance. Note the barn roof is

actually lighter than the sky, a reversal of the norm which is created when an

intense light source exists outside the paintings boundries.

 

Vault at Spencerville     ($325.00)

I mistakenly thought this was the old Creamery but stand corrected when

informed it was the family vault. It's inhabitants have since been relocated

on Brockville, but the littel stone building still stands.

 

Where the Cool River Flows ($275)

Not all skies are blue - or grey fro that matter. The temperature shift from

sky to water makes the scene more dynamic, yet peaceful as the smooth

water reflects in mirror-like fashion.

 

Purple Vetch              ($175.00)

Is the piece really about the little purple flowers - or what lays deepr behind the

poplar trees. Who knows? Travel between the two and you will feel the wet

grass dampen your shoes.

 

Scintillations            ($325.00)

This is how I see the trees in our backyard. The flashes of light dance as the sun

shifts and the whole scene changes each minute. Although cool to enter, there

are many warm spots as the sun tickles a few reflectors here and there.
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